HEY, LISTEN!
Similar to the incessent yet always helpful call of Navi from the iconic N64 game,
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time, we at Genesee Scientific want you to be aware
of our newest pipet tips and how they will revolutionize your lab’s liquid handling.
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The Olympus Egonomic Universal Pipet Tips are backed by years of
experience in pipet tip innovation and design. The result is a pipet tip
that incorporates three revolutionary, patented features. Just as the
three equilateral triangles of the Tri-Force combine to form ‘The Golden
Power,’ these three patents combine to bring you the world’s first
ergonomic pipet tip designed specifically for universal pipettors.

FLEX-FIT ™

X-RESIN ™
Save your Rupees!

Save Your Health!

You need to save up rupees to buy magic beans and play
those mini games, and we recognize the importance of
saving your valuable research dollars too. Our proprietary
polypropylene resin with naturally low retentive
properties was shown to provide superior delivery
of precious samples, including DNA, RNA, proteins
and even nano-particles2.This means that you save
measurable volume of precious samples and also
decrease your error, all by simply
using our Ergonomic tips.

If the Ocarina of Time taught us anything, its that preserving
the health in your heart containers is crucial in the quest
to defeat Gannondorf. Similarly, the flexible design
of our tip’s proximal end has been demonstrated to
significantly reduce insertion and ejection forces,
and decrease the risk of Repetitive Stress Disorders
(RSD)1. This keeps you and those in your lab
healthy and able to continue progress toward
your research goals.
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Low Retention Tip
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™

Time is of the Essence!

Competitor Tip

Nothing is worse than getting caught out on Hyrule Field when the
sun sets and the Stalchildren come out to play. Blade saves you time
by eliminating the need for tip touch-off of the last drop, and increases
the precision and accuracy in each pipetting step. Each lot of product is
tested to meet or exceed international standards for liquid handling CV’s.
We print each lot’s individual CV on th box for you to see!
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Technical bulletins available upon request. Contact your local Genesee Representative!
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